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Reversing chronic disease is elemental

Nobel prizes have been awarded to men
whose contributions to understanding
how the body works have given us the
“cures” to all diseases.

Most people believe that genetics or bad
luck gave them diseases for which the only
treatments are drugs and surgeries. As a
result, organized medicine will sell over
two-trillion U.S. dollars worth of drugs and
surgeries in 2008.
Drugs and surgeries are obviously not
the solution to our medical problems; each
year more, not fewer people die slowly (and
expensively) from pharmaceutically and
surgically-treated diseases.
Drs. Otto Warburg and Linus Pauling
were awarded Nobel Prizes for pioneering
simple, inexpensive protocols to prevent or
reverse chronic illnesses such as cancer and
heart disease. They determined that chronic

diseases develop in the presence of acidic/
unoxygenated cells caused by bodily imbalances resulting from malnutrition. Simply giving the body the few nutrients it needs restores
balance; oxygenation and alkalinization then
follow so that real healing can begin.
The process is truly elemental. By learning how your body works and why it gets
sick, you can then obtain the non-patentable
vitamins, minerals, enzymes and amino acids
known to reverse disease symptoms that may
have otherwise been terminal.
Once you know how your body works,
you can teach others how their bodies work.
Whether they know it yet or not, they are
depending on you.

Medical bankruptcies compound the pain and What happened?
the turn of the last century
misery of America’s chronic illness epidemic theAt leading
causes of death
The American dream has a perverse ending these
days: Diagnoses of chronic diseases, long-term
treatment with expensive drugs, pain, misery,
bankruptcy and death without dignity.
Almost half of all Americans will be diagnosed
with cancer during their lives; nearly all of them
will die slowly and painfully of cancer after being
subjected to years of expensive chemo therapy
drugs, radiation treatments and surgeries.
Those who escape cancer will succumb to heart
disease, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s
or some other chronic disease.
Reuters cited a report published in the journal
Health Affairs in February, 2005, that found half
of all bankruptcies are filed by Americans drowning in medical bills.
Most of the over 350,000 medical bill-induced
bankruptcies each year are filed by average
Americans and their dependents with medical
insurance who happened to get sick. “Our study
is frightening. Unless you are Bill Gates, you’re
just one serious illness away from bankruptcy,”

infectious diseases, tubercommented study director Dr. David Himmelstein were
culosis, pneumonia and syphilis.
of the Harvard Medical School.
Since the turn of the last century,
To help organized medicine collect, Congress cancer, heart disease and other
passed a bankruptcy reform bill in March, 2005, chronic ailments have become
exempting medical bills from bankruptcy pro- the leading causes of death.
Improvements in public
tection.
Statistically, you will be diagnosed with a chronic sanitation and personal hygiene—and year-round access
illness, you will seek treatment from doctors who to fresh produce—can explain
will prescribe drugs and surgeries, you will suffer the decline in deaths from infececonomic hardship from treatments that never cure tious disease. But what explains
the meteoric rise in death from
the illness and you will die sick and penniless...
...unless you learn about the true nature of chronic diseases?
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1993—2003: Medical mistakes took 7.8 million lives

Organized medicine killed more Americans in last decade than all U.S. wars combined
by The Idaho Observer
The most comprehensive report on the
state of U.S. healthcare ever conducted
shows that medical errors killed 7,841,360
Americans from 1993 through 2003. “Our
estimated 10-year total of 7.8 million iatrogenic [doctor-induced] deaths is more
than all the casualties from all the wars
fought by the U.S. throughout its entire
history,” commented the Nutrition Institute of America (NIA), in its report,
“Death By Medicine” (Oct., 2003).
The concept of the report was prompted
by the fact that, while conventional medicine kills hundreds of thousands of
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This guide to elemental healthcare is
a publication of Advanced Scientific
Health and is for informational purposes
only. Though the developers of orthomolecular nutrition received Nobel prizes for their contributions to the understanding of how our bodies weaken in
the absence of certain elements, we are
prohibited from claiming that any health
benefits can be obtained by applying
the findings of these brilliant men to our
lives. We all have a right, however, to
learn that our bodies may be lacking certain elements and that replenishing them
may be a benefit to our health and wellbeing. ASH was founded by formerly
terminal individuals who discovered the
elemental truths about chronic diseases.
After quickly and inexpensively reversing their own illnesses by applying the
protocols of orthomolecular nutrition
to their lives, ASH was formed to make
this information available to others so
they, too, may be spared the misery of
chronic disease.
2009

Americans are building temples (like this one at Cornell University) all over the nation. The clergy
for the god to whom millions of sick Americans are paying homage today wear lab coats, prescribe
pharmaceutical drugs and perform surgeries. Organized medicine will be paid an estimated $2.3
trillion for drugs and surgeries that will contribute to an estimated 1.2 million deaths this year.

Americans each year, government regu- www.lef.org. This report should be read
lators attempt to ban and restrict the use of by everyone who has been or is currently
vitamins and herbs that kill no one.
hospitalized or being treated with “convenIncidentally, the report, which resulted tional” medicine. As more people become
from the compilation and analysis of 94 aware of the magnitude of the problem,
U.S. hospitals and hundreds of medical they will become more empowered to take
journal articles, determined that medical charge of their own healthcare.
error causes an astounding 783,936 deaths
For those who do not have access to
per year (and growing). “It is evident that the web, send $5 to The Idaho Observer
the American medical system is itself (see ad page 15) and a copy will be sent
the leading cause of death and injury to you.
in the U.S.,” the authors
observed.
The purpose of the report
was to memorialize the to- Cardinal Health (healthcare)
$47.9 Billion
tal failure of the American Merck (pharmaceuticals)
$47.7 Billion
medical system and to “pro- Pfizer (pharmaceuticals)
$32.3 Billion
vide the basis for competent Glaxo Smith Kline (pharmaceuticals)
$29.5 Billion
and compassionate medical Bayer (pharmaceuticals)
$27.1 Billion
professionals to recognize
United Health Group (healthcare)
$23.4 Billion
the inadequacies of today’s
Bristol-Myers
Squibb
(pharmaceuticals)
$21.7 Billion
system and at least attempt
Pharmacia
(pharmaceuticals)
$19.3 Billion
to institute meaningful reNovartis
(pharmaceuticals)
$18.9 Billion
forms,” wrote the editors of
Amerisource
Bergen
(healthcare)
$15.8 Billion
Life Extension magazine.
$12.4 Billion
Life Extension has WellPoint Health Networks (healthcare)
posted the entirety of the
Source: Forbes 500, 2002 Revenue
NIA report at its website

Slices of pharma pie
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Avoidable epidemics: Cancer,
diabetes, heart disease, iatrogeny

If civilization had only followed Bechamp instead of Pasteur...

1931 Otto Warburg (18831970) won a Nobel Prize for
showing that cancer thrives
in anaerobic (without oxygen)
or acidic conditions.

The work of French biologist Antoine Bechamp
(1816-1908) demonstrated that dis-ease causes
germs; Bechamp’s contemporary (and former
student) Louis Pasteur announced that his studies
proved that germs cause disease. One man has
been forgotten by history; the other is considered
the father of modern medicine.
If germs are outside attackers invading the body,
then we can develop and market an endless array of
weapons with which to kill them. But, if dis-ease, or
imbalance in the body, causes germs, then we must
simply restore balance to remove the conditions
upon which germs thrive.
Pasteur’s germ theory of disease gave birth to the
pharmaceutical age. Had modern medicine adopted
Bechamp’s dis-ease theory of germs and the subsequent work of doctors Brewer, Warburg and Pauling,
it would be common knowledge that the symptoms
of disease are prevented or reversed by nutrition at
the cellular level.
Dr. Otto Warburg
Chemist Otto Warburg won a Nobel Prize in 1931
for discovering the nature and mode of action of
the respiratory enzyme. His work demonstrated that
cancer cells replicate in the absence of oxygen. Several oxygenation methods have been proven capable
of stopping the proliferation of cancer cells.

Research by Keith Brewer,
Ph.D (1893-1986) showed that
raising the pH of a cell to 8.0
creates a deadly environment
for cancer.

Linus Pauling (1901-1990),
one of the most influential
and prolific biophysicists
in history, is the father of
orthomolecular nutrition—the
foundation of health at the
cellular level.

Keith Brewer, Ph.D
Dr. Keith Brewer founded the Brewer International
Science Library to apply the tools and methods of his
training as a physicist to understand the living cell
and how its nature applies to phenomena such
as cancer and aging.
His work led him to discover that cancer
cells cannot exist in tissue with a pH of 8.0.
This led to the development of cesium therapy to reverse cancer. Cesium is the most 1.
alkalinizing of the elements. Dr. Brewer and 2.
many qualified researchers and physicians 3.
since have written scores of articles on the
4.
development of his theory and the utilization
of cesium to maintain alkalinity as an adjunct 5.
6.
to successful cancer treatment.

simplification.
Dr. Pauling’s first Nobel Prize came in 1950 with
his work on the structure and bonding of molecules.
In 1950 he constructed the first satisfactory model of
a protein molecule. This discovery opened the door
to understanding the living cell. Though Dr. Pauling
applied the next 20 years of his peerless research and
intuitive energy to better understanding the nature
of cells and how to keep them healthy, his work is
largely unknown today.
After WWII Dr. Pauling received the Presidential
Medal of Merit for his work on the Research Board
for National Security. But by 1950 he had established
himself as an opponent of war and a supporter of
peace movements. Dr. Pauling was opposed to the
suddenly nuclear nature of war to such an extent
the U.S. State Department placed restrictions on his
eligibility for a passport.
Dr. Pauling was internationally recognized for his
scientific and humanitarian desire for an end to war
in the nuclear era by a Nobel Peace Prize in 1962. His
prize-winning work analyzed the dangers of radioactive fallout from nuclear testing and nuclear war.
In 1970 Dr. Pauling published “Vitamin C and the
Common Cold,” in which he advanced a theory that
the common cold could be eradicated all over the
world if people were provided with adequate supplies of ascorbic acid.
These three men, and the ones who have built
upon their work, have proven that deficiencies create diseases that can be reversed and prevented
nutritionally.

Top 10 causes of
death in the U.S.

Dr. Linus Pauling
The son of a pharmacist from Portland,
Oregon, Dr. Linus Pauling is arguably the
most passionate humanitarian and prolific
scientist of the 21st century. Awarded three
Nobel prizes (two of them, Chemistry, 1954
and Peace, 1962, were undivided), Pauling
was a gifted teacher who had a talent for

Heart Disease
Cancer
Stroke
Respiratory Disorders
All Accidents
Diabetes
7. Alzheimer's
8. Influenza & Pneumonia
9. Kidney Failure
10. Blood Poisoning

652,486
553,888
150,074
121,987
112,012
73,138
69,965
59,664
42,480
33,373

Source: U.S. National Center for Health Statistics (2007)
Note: Not mentioned is the true #1 killer—medical error.
The number of deaths which can be attributed to incorrect
diagnoses, botched or unnecessary surgeries and adverse reactions to pharmaceutical drugs exceeds 800,000 annually.
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The three elements of optimal health
Our health relies on trillions of cells repeatedly performing billions of
specialized functions. Though the processes and systems that animate
our bodies are phenomenally complex, what the cells driving them need
is simple—simple to understand and simple to provide. You are about to
discover the three elements of optimal health—the collagen matrix, acid/
alkaline balance and hormonal balance.
Element I:
The collagen matrix
The entire body is held together by connective tissue. Collagen is the strong, fibrous
protein that serves as the building block for
connective tissues—including skin, tendons,
ligaments, eyes and arteries.
Collagen is like the glue that holds the body
together. Collagen production is dependent
upon ample supplies of ascorbates.
While most animals produce their own
ascorbates from the food they eat, humans,
guinea pigs, fruit bats and primates do not.
Scientists believe that about 10,000 years
ago humans could produce their own ascorbates.
Unless sufficient quantities of usable ascorbates are ingested daily, the collagen matrix
becomes stiff and brittle: Skin wrinkles, backs
ache, ligaments pull and the little sacs in the
lungs get stiff—causing blood vessels and
arteries to crack.
Also critical to the production of collagen
are the amino acids lysine and proline. When
our bodies do not have enough vitamin C,
they cannot use the amino acids lysine and
proline to make the proper cross links in the
collagen. Like ascorbates, humans must obtain lysine from dietary sources. Our dietary
intake is usually deficient in lysine. Proline
can be produced by the body but usually in
inadequate quantities. Lysine and proline are
essential for proper collagen formation and
to prevent cholesterol build-up in the form
of plaque.
Symptoms caused by ascorbate deficiencies (and the body’s subsequent inability
to utilize lysine and proline) are traditionally
referred to as “scurvy.” The body can, for a
time, manufacture enough lipoproteins from
blood plasma to “patch” the vesicular/arterial
cracks. The patch material is commonly
called “plaque.” As the plaque gets thicker,
vessels and arteries can no longer flex and
blood flow is restricted.
As a result, the resting heart rate increases.
This condition is commonly diagnosed as
“high blood pressure.”
Over time, vessels and arteries can become
so cracked and plaqued that people lose
blood internally, eventually resulting in a
heart attack.
High blood pressure, also known as hypoascorbemia, is advance warning that the host
is preparing to become another heart disease
statistic.
A diet rich in ascorbates can prevent scurvy

and, to some extent, therapeutic doses of
ascorbic acid (vitamin C) can reverse the
deficiency and other chronic conditions created by a lack of vitamin C. But ascorbic acid
is only one form of ascorbate and can cause
digestive discomfort when therapeutic doses
are administered.
Buffered mineral ascorbates (sodium, calcium, magnesium and potassium ascorbates)
can be taken daily in larger quantities without
discomfort. The only substances capable of
healing damaged vessels and arteries are
ascorbates.
It should also be noted that the presence of
buffered mineral ascorbates prevents and/or
reverses the symptoms of high blood sugar,
commonly referred to as “diabetes.”
There are no surgical procedures to be
performed nor drugs taken that will remove the plaque and heal cracked vessels
and arteries.
Element II:
Acid/alkaline balance
The second element is the acid/alkaline
balance in the body. It is monitored by measuring the “pH (the symbol for hydrogen ion
concentration)” which is regulated by the
body’s oxygen saturation level. The body
must be slightly alkaline for its cells to be
properly oxygenated.
The pH scale goes from zero to 14—zero
being purely acid, 14 being purely alkaline
and 7 being “neutral pH.”
Without exception, people with cancer have
a pH below 7.0, which means their tissues,
their cells, are not being properly oxygenated.
This condition is called “acidosis.”
People with a body pH over 7.4 do not have
cancer because their cells and tissues are being properly oxygenated.
Contrary to current medical information,
cancer is the easiest of all degenerative diseases to understand and is readily reversible
without dangerous drugs and surgeries.
The body is constantly regulating the replacement of worn out cells while creating
new cells to repair tissue damage.
“Cancerous” is the term applied to cells that
reproduce in an unregulated manner until they
form a tissue mass, or “tumor.”
In order to create a cancerous cell in the lab,
technicians simply withhold oxygen from a
healthy cell and it becomes cancerous within a
few hours. Conversely, supplying the cancerous cell with more oxygen than was withheld
from it causes that cancerous cell to die within

a few hours.
An individual cell cannot be cured of cancer;
once cancerous, the cell must be destroyed.
The natural way to accomplish the feat of
destroying cancer cells is exposing them to
oxygen. Increasing the amount of oxygen
available to the cells is accomplished by elevating body pH through diet and exercise.
In cases where elevating body pH is critical, the most alkalinizing element known to
man is cesium. Daily intake of cesium, with
potassium, will quickly increase body pH. It
has been demonstrated that cancerous cells
cannot survive in a pH of 8.0.
Once cancerous cells have been destroyed,
maintaining body pH at 7.4-7.5 will prevent
cells from becoming cancerous.
There are no surgeries that can be performed nor drugs taken that will restore
or maintain the body’s acid/alkaline balance.
Element III:
Hormonal balance
The third element is the balance between the
hormone insulin and growth hormone. People
with the highest levels of the growth hormone
somatotrophin (STH) live the longest.
Insulin, produced in the pancreas, is secreted to regulate the rate at which the body
utilizes carbohydrates. When we consume
carbohydrates (sugars and starches), insulin is
released to lower the level of sugar (glucose)
in the blood. Insulin also promotes the use
of glucose as an energy source for the body,
promotes the storage of fat and encourages the
conversion of proteins to fat for storage.
Produced in the pituitary gland, STH
increases the rate of protein synthesis, affects the metabolism of sodium, potassium
and calcium and influences the metabolism
of carbohydrates. The purpose of STH is
to convert the body’s available energy into
bone, muscle and tissue growth.
When we are young, our bodies have a low
ratio of insulin to STH so we are healthier,
leaner, full of energy—and growing. The
insulin encourages the body to store carbohydrates as fat while STH stimulates the
burning of that fat.
Due to age and inactivity, stored carbohydrates accumulate in the form of fat.
Because we are now full-grown, the hypothalamus tells the pituitary gland to release
less and less STH. This causes the pancreas
to produce more insulin in order to maintain
proper blood sugar levels. The visible result
of this hormonal imbalance is weight gain.
The chronic symptoms of this imbalance is
hypoglycemia. If not corrected, diabetes is
the end result.
There are no surgeries that can be performed nor drugs that can be taken to
maintain optimal levels of both insulin
and STH.
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Interesting critter category:

Perfect balance
Guinea pigs, apes, fruit bats and humans and applied logic
What do guinea pigs, apes, some fruit
bats and humans have in common? They
all share the inability to produce their own
ascorbic acid (vitamin C). All other animals
produce vitamin C endogenously, or inside
their own bodies.
Scientists believe they have evidence
suggesting that humans used to
produce their own ascorbic
acid from an enzyme
produced in the liver.
But something happened and humans
now depend on
dietary sources of
vitamin C.
Guinea pigs, apes,
some fruit bats
and humans share
another trait: The
tendency to develop
coronary heart disease.
The development of heart
disease only occurs in animals
and humans that lack adequate
intake of ascorbates through dietary
sources.
It has also been observed that zoo animals,
such as gorillas fed processed “gorilla
chow,” readily develop heart disease unless
they are supplied with adequate amounts of
ascorbates.
By comparing the amount of vitamin C
produced endogenously in animals that
do not develop heart disease, we can get
a good idea of how much vitamin C is essential to maintain cardiovascular health
in humans.
Goats, cows, dogs, cats, squirrels and

rabbits manufacture ascorbic acid at a rate
of about 10 g per 70 kg (154 pounds) of
body weight. In other words, to achieve the
levels of ascorbic acid produced by animals
that do not develop coronary heart disease,
a 154-pound human would need to ingest
10 g of dietary or supplemental vitamin
C daily.
Noting that 1,000 mg =
1 g, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration has
established the U.S.
Recommended Daily
Allowance (RDA)
for vitamin C at 35
mg for infants; 45-50
mg for children and
60 mg for adults.
According to the
FDA, humans require
about 200 times less
vitamin C than animals to
maintain optimal health.
The late Dr. Fred Klenner
was one of the world’s foremost
authorities on vitamin C. He believed that
the government’s concept of daily minimal
intakes should be abolished because, “The
physiological requirements [for ascorbic
acid] in man are no different than other
mammals capable of carrying out this synthesis.”
Judging from the numbers of people being
stricken by and succumbing to heart disease
in the U.S., it would appear that Dr. Klenner
(and doctors Pauling, Irwin Stone, Glenn
Dettman and Archie Kalokerinos) are correct
about the levels of ascorbic acid necessary to
maintain optimal cardiovascular health.

Is “vitamin C” really a vitamin?

After 40 years of research, Dr. Irwin Stone stated his conclusion that an ancient
genetic mutation left the primate virtually alone among animals in not producing
ascorbic acid in his own body. By labeling ascorbic acid a “vitamin” and attaching
to it a “minimum daily requirement,” most people exist in a state of sub-clinical
scurvy—the symptoms of which are attributed to other ailments.
By the 1950s Dr. Stone’s work with ascorbates had explained the success of Dr.
Klenner’s use of ascorbic acid to treat polio. By the 1960s, Dr. Stone’s work had
attracted the attention of Nobel laureate Dr. Linus Pauling (see page 3). Dr. Pauling was then able to successfully apply “mega-ascorbate therapy” to a variety of
ailments—including cancer, heart disease and diabetes.
The answer is to change our thinking about vitamin C—which is really a metabolite
that is essential to health and healing at the molecular level. Dr. Stone’s foundational
research has provided us with the knowledge to ward off disease, counteract the ill
effects of pollution and prolong our lives—easily and inexpensively.

In the beginning, the earth’s atmosphere
was 37% oxygen and humans manufactured their own supply of ascorbates. Now
the atmosphere is 20% oxygen and, through
a genetic fluke sometime in history, humans
quit producing ascorbates.
Ascorbates introduce oxygen into the
body which increases its alkalinity.
Oxygen is essential to metabolize food
and create high energy; it is also impossible
for cancer to exist in an alkaline, oxygenrich environment.
Ascorbates are essential to keep the skin
smooth and pliable. Similarly, ascorbates
keep the artery walls smooth and pliable
making it nearly impossible for heart disease to develop.
Scientists have simply shown us how
to:
1) Supply the body with natural buffered
mineral ascorbates to prevent and reverse
cardiovascular disease.
2) Raise the body’s alkalinity level to
increase oxygen at the cellular level and
eliminate cancer.
3) Correct hormonal imbalances to regulate blood sugar levels and reverse diabetes.
As a result, energy and stamina are restored
and weight loss becomes effortless.

As more people learn how to apply these
three elemental principles to their daily
healthcare regimens, chronic autoimmune
diseases such as cancer, heart disease, MS,
lupus and Parkinsons will no longer plague
our society.
Orthomolecular nutrition is the logical
and safe way of returning the body to its
original state of health—no cutting, no
burning, no radiation and no drugs.

Pay it Forward!

All knowledge should be shared
freely as a service to mankind. ASH
founders package orthomolecular
nutrients for the convenience of its
members, at cost, but the knowledge is free. If you apply this knowledge and your quality of life returns
as a result, you owe nothing to
ASH—except the obligation to pay
the favor forward to those with eyes
to see and ears to hear.
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The Disease Name Game

Disease names are misleading and confuse patients about prevention and treatment
The fastest way to solve most problems is to immediately establish cause and effect
relationships. Failure to identify the true cause of a problem inevitably results in an
incorrect assessment of what must be done to correct it. When it comes to sickness,
treating the effect as a cause is a prescription for public health disaster.

by Mike Adams
Cause or effect?
There is a curious tendency in conventional medicine to name a set of symptoms
a disease. I was recently at a compounding
pharmacy having my bone mineral density
measured to update my health stats. I spotted
a poster touting a new drug for osteoporosis.
It was written by a drug company and it said
exactly this: “Osteoporosis is a disease that
causes weak and fragile bones.” Then the
poster went on to say that you need a particular drug to counteract this “disease.”
Yet the language is all backwards. Osteoporosis isn’t a disease that causes weak bones;
osteoporosis is the name given to a diagnosis of weak bones. In other words, the weak
bones happened first, and then the diagnosis
of osteoporosis followed.
The drug poster makes it sound like osteoporosis strikes first, and then you get weak
bones. The cause-and-effect is all backwards.
And that’s how drug companies want people
to think about diseases and symptoms: First
you “get” the disease, then you are “diagnosed” just in time to take a new drug for
the rest of your life.
But it’s all hogwash. There is no such disease as osteoporosis. It’s just a made-up name
given to a pattern of symptoms that indicate
you’ve let your bones get fragile.
Another example: When a person follows
an unhealthy lifestyle that results in a symptom such as high blood pressure, that symptom is assumed to be a disease all by itself
and it will be given a disease name. What
disease? The disease is, of course, “high
blood pressure.” Doctors throw this phrase
around as if it were an actual disease and not
merely descriptive of patient physiology.
Fatal flaw
This may all seem silly, right? But there’s
actually a very important point to all this.
When we look at symptoms and give them
disease names, we automatically distort the
selection of available treatments for such
a disease. If the disease is, by itself, high
cholesterol, then the cure for the disease
must be nothing other than lowering the
high cholesterol. And that’s how we end up
with all these pharmaceuticals treating high
cholesterol in order to “prevent” this disease
and lower the levels of LDL cholesterol in
the human patient.

By lowering only the cholesterol, the doctor
can rest assured that he is, in fact, treating this
“disease,” since the definition of this “disease” is high cholesterol and nothing else.
But there is a fatal flaw in this approach to
disease treatment: The symptom is not the
cause of the disease.

Osteoporosis
translated:
Brittle Bone Disease
There is another cause, and this deeper
cause is routinely ignored by conventional
medicine, doctors, drug companies, and even
patients.
Medical illogic
Let’s take a closer look at high blood pressure. What actually causes high blood pressure? Many doctors would say high blood
pressure is caused by a specific, measurable
interaction between circulating chemicals
in the human body. Thus, the ill-behaved
chemical compounds are the cause of the high
blood pressure and, therefore, the solution is
to regulate these chemicals. That’s exactly
what pharmaceuticals do—they attempt to
manipulate the chemicals in the body to
adjust the symptoms of high blood pressure.
Thus, they only treat the symptoms, not the
root cause.
Or take a look at high cholesterol. The
conventional medicine approach says that
high cholesterol is caused by a chemical imbalance in the liver, which is the organ that
produces cholesterol. Thus the treatment for
high cholesterol is a prescription drug that
inhibits the liver’s production of cholesterol
(statin drugs). Upon taking these drugs, the
high cholesterol (the “disease”) is regulated,
but what was causing the liver to overproduce
cholesterol in the first place? That causative
factor remains ignored.

High cholesterol
translated:
Fatty Food Choice Disease
The root cause of high cholesterol, as it
turns out, is primarily dietary. A person who
eats foods that are high in saturated fats and
hydrogenated oils will inevitably produce
more bad cholesterol and will show the
symptoms of this so-called disease of high
cholesterol. It’s simple cause-and-effect.

Eat the wrong foods, and you’ll produce too
much bad cholesterol in the liver which can
be detected and diagnosed by conventional
medical procedures.
FFCD
Yet the root cause of all this is actually poor
food choice, not some bizarre behavior by
the liver. If the disease were to be accurately
named, then, it would be called Fatty Food
Choice Disease, or simply FFCD.
FFCD would be a far more accurate name
that would make sense to people. If it’s a
fatty food choice disease, then it seems that
the obvious solution to the disease would be
to choose foods that aren’t so fatty.
This may be a bit of an over-simplification since you have to distinguish between
healthy fats and unhealthy fats. But at least
the name FFCD gives patients a better idea of
what’s actually going on rather than naming
the disease after a symptom, such as high
cholesterol.
You see, the symptom is not the disease,
but conventional medicine insists on calling
the symptom the disease because that way
it can treat the symptom and claim success
without actually addressing the underlying
cause, which continues to remain a mystery
for modern medicine.
ESD
But let’s move on to some other diseases so
you get a clearer picture of how this actually
works. Another disease that’s caused by poor
food choice is diabetes. Type 2 diabetes is the
natural physiological and metabolic result of
a person consuming refined carbohydrates
and added sugars in large quantities without engaging in regular physical exercise
that would compensate for such dietary
practices.
The name “diabetes” is meaningless to the
average person. The disease should be called
Excessive Sugar Disease, or ESD. If it were
called Excessive Sugar Disease, the solution
to it would be rather apparent; simply eat less
sugar, drink fewer soft drinks and so on. But
of course that would be far too simple for
the medical community, so the disease must
be given a complex name such as diabetes,
effectively putting its solution beyond the
intellectual reach of most patients.
SISD
Another disease that is named after its
symptom is cancer. In fact, to this day, most
doctors and many patients still believe that
cancer is a physical thing: A tumor. In reality,
a tumor is only a side effect of cancer, not
its cause. A tumor is simply a physical manifestation of a cancer pattern that is expressed

Continued next page
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from previous page
by the body. When a person “has cancer,”
what they really have is a sluggish immune
system. And that would be a far better name
for the disease: Sluggish Immune System
Disease or SISD.
If cancer were actually called Sluggish
Immune System Disease, it would seem ridiculous to try to cure cancer by cutting out
tumors through surgery and by destroying the
immune system with chemotherapy. Yet these
are precisely the most popular treatments for
cancer offered by conventional medicine.
These treatments do absolutely nothing
to support the patient’s immune system
in order to prevent further occurrences of
cancer. That’s exactly why most people who
undergo chemotherapy or the removal of
tumors through surgical procedures end up
with more cancer a few months or a few
years later.
It also explains why survival rates for cancer have barely budged over the last 20 years
(In other words, conventional medicine’s
treatments for cancer simply don’t work).
This whole situation stems from the fact
that the disease is misnamed. It isn’t cancer,
it isn’t a tumor and it certainly isn’t a disease
caused by having too strong of an immune
system that needs to be destroyed through
chemotherapy. It is simply a sluggish immune
system or a suppressed immune system. And
if it were called a sluggish immune system
disease or a suppressed immune system disorder, the effective treatment for SISD would
be apparent.
Secret language
Many other diseases have been given misleading names by western medicine. But if
you take a look at how diseases are named
elsewhere, you will find many countries have
disease names that actually make sense.
For example, in Chinese medicine, Alzheimer’s disease is given a name that means,
when translated, “feeble mind disease.”
In Chinese medicine, the name of the
disease more accurately describes the actual
cause of the disease, whereas in western
medicine, the name of the disease seems to
be intended to obscure the root cause of the
disease, thereby making all diseases sound
far more complex and mysterious than they
really are.

Type 2 Diabetes
translated:
Excessive Sugar Disease
This is one way in which doctors and practitioners of western medicine keep medical
treatments out of the reach of the average
citizen. Because, by golly, they sure don’t
want people thinking for themselves about
the causes of disease!
By creating a whole new vocabulary for

medical conditions, they can speak their own
secret language and make sure that people
who aren’t schooled in medicine won’t understand what they’re saying.
That’s a shame, because the treatments and
cures for virtually all chronic diseases are
actually quite simple and can be described in
plain language, such as making different food
choices, getting more natural sunlight, drinking more water, engaging in regular physical
exercise, avoiding specific food toxins, supplementing your diet with superfoods and
nutritional supplements and so on.
See, western medicine prefers to describe
diseases in terms of chemistry. When you’re
depressed, you aren’t suffering from a lack
of natural sunlight; you are suffering from a
“brain chemistry imbalance” that can only
be regulated, they claim, by ingesting toxic
chemicals to alter your brain chemistry.
When your bones are brittle, it’s not
brittle bone disease; it’s called osteoporosis,
something that sounds very technical and
complicated. And to treat it, western doctors
and physicians will give you prescriptions
for expensive drugs that somehow claim to
make your bones less brittle.
But in fact, the real treatment for this can
be described in plain language once again:
regular physical exercise, vitamin D supplementation, mineral supplements that include
calcium and strontium, natural sunlight, and
avoidance of acidic foods such as soft drinks,
white flour and added sugars.
Virtually every disease that’s prominent
in modern society—diabetes, cancer, heart
disease, osteoporosis, clinical depression,
irritable bowel syndrome and so on—can be
easily described in plain language without
using complex terms at all.
These diseases are simply misnamed. And
I believe they are intentionally misnamed to
put the medical jargon, and therefore medical
diagnosis, treatment and prevention, beyond
the comprehension of everyday citizens.
The language of health
and healing
Mastery of their secret language has created
a great deal of arrogance among the practitioners of western medicine. This arrogance
deepens the divide between doctors and their
patients. Division never results in healing. In
order to effect healing, we must bridge the
communication between healers and patients
using plain language that ordinary people
understand and act upon without learning a
new language.
We need to start describing diseases in
terms of their root causes, not in terms of their
arcane, biochemical actions. When someone
suffers from seasonal affective disorder or
clinical depression, for example, let’s call
it what it is: Sunlight Deficiency Disorder
(SDD). To treat it, the person simply needs
to get more sunlight. This isn’t rocket science, it’s not complex, and it doesn’t require
a prescription.
If someone is suffering from osteoporosis,

let’s get realistic about the words we use to
describe the condition—it’s really Brittle
Bone Disease. And it should be treated with
things that will enhance bone density, such as
nutrition, physical exercise and avoidance of
foods and drinks that strip the human body
of bone mass.
All of this information, of course, is rather
shocking to old-school doctors and practitioners of western medicine, and the bigger
their egos are, the more they hate the idea
of naming diseases in plain language that
patients can actually comprehend. That’s
because if the simple truths about diseases
and their causes were known, health would
be more readily available to everyday people,
and that would lessen the importance of physicians and medical researchers.

Cancer translated:
Sluggish Immune System
Disease
There’s a great deal of ego invested in the
medical community, and it sure doesn’t want
to make sound health attainable to the average
person without their expert advice. It’s sort of
the same way that some churches don’t want
their members talking to God unless they go
through their priesthood first.
Doctors and priests all want to serve as the
translators of “truth” and will balk at any attempts to educate the public to either practice
medicine or talk to God on their own.
But in reality, health (and a connection with
spirit) is attainable by every single person.
Health is easy, it is straightforward, it is
direct and, for the most part, available free
of charge. A personal connection with God
is the same, if we ask humbly in prayer for a
relationship with Him, and guidance.
Don’t believe the names of diseases given
to you by your doctor. Those names are designed to obscure, not to inform. They are
designed to separate you from self-healing,
not to put you in touch with your own inner healer. And thus, they are nothing more
than bad medicine masquerading as modern
medical practice.
Author Mike Adams is a holistic nutritionist with over 4,000 hours of study on
nutrition, wellness, food toxicology and the
true causes of disease and health. He is well
versed on nutritional and lifestyle therapies
for weight loss and disease prevention/
reversal. Adams uses no prescription drugs
whatsoever to maintain optimal blood chemistry and he relies exclusively on natural
health, nutrition and exercise to achieve
optimum health.
Adams’ books include the Seven Laws of
Nutrition, The Five Soft Drink Monsters
and Superfoods For Optimum Health. In
his “spare” time, Adams is president and
CEO of a well-known email marketing software company.
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How the big secret got out

Brilliant men and women have discovered how to reverse chronic illness. Their work is supported by known
science and decades of case histories. Yet unless you are a student of Nobel prizes, read old medical literature as
a hobby or have a penchant for holistic health information, opportunities to become acquainted with this vital
information probably never presented themselves. But that is changing. Barney Folger’s life was saved by orthomolecular nutrition in 1997 after refusing to lay down for a fourth heart surgery. Since then, Barney formed ASH
and thousands of lives have been saved.
ASH Founder Barney Folger
In 1997, at the age of 54, land developer Barney Folger of Marietta, Georgia, was being scheduled for his fourth heart surgery
since being diagnosed with heart disease in 1990.
To fully understand what was going through Barney’s mind
after being told by his cardiologists
that they needed to operate on his
heart again, one must appreciate the
months of agony associated with postoperative recovery.
Rather than endure another heart surgery, Barney put his clothes back on
and went home. The last words from
his cardiologists after he fired them
and walked out the door was, “You
could die, Barney.”
But Barney knew that the next surgery would kill him. “Now I had to
find a way to save my life,” Barney recalls.
Several weeks later Barney was talking to a good friend, who

happened to be a doctor, about his most recent health-related turn
of events. Realizing that Barney had decided he would rather die
than survive another operation, his doctor friend described to him
a protocol that could reverse his otherwise terminal heart disease.
“He explained that many doctors use vitamins and minerals to
avoid cardio-vascular surgery and that they rarely prescribe the
same treatment to their patients.”
Thankful for the tip and his friend’s candor, but shocked by the
revelation that effective alternatives to cardio-vascular surgery were
common knowledge among many doctors’ circles, Barney began
investigating and discovered the world of orthomolecular nutrition,
and the work of doctors Brewer, Pauling, Warburg and others.
His doctor friend later confirmed what Barney’s research had
uncovered: That it was for purely economic reasons the public was
“prescribed” bypass operations at $50,000 each instead of vitamins
and minerals costing one-tenth of one percent of that amount.
Since regaining his own health through the supplemental regimen
currently being offered through ASH, Barney, healthy at 65, has
been driven to inform as many people as possible about the lifesaving protocols of orthomolecular nutrition.

A headache and “good” medical insurance

ASH co-founder Vickie Barker
In 1991 I was a 35-year-old district manager for a state Department of Health and
Welfare. I had good medical insurance,
so I went to see a doctor about headaches
that were really only a minor annoyance.
The doctor prescribed pain pills for my
headache. The headache went away but
other problems began to surface.
During the next 12 months I was diagnosed with TMJ, sinusitis and even
depression. I was given more pills for
those symptoms as well. The next year,
my doctor told me that I now suffered
from “chronic fatigue” and prescribed
more pills.
By 1993 another term was added to my
list of ailments—something called “fibromyalgia.” Now I had a name for the new
pains I’d begun to feel all over my body.
What a relief it was when I was prescribed
more pills for fibromyalgia.
1994 brought a new round of symptoms
and extensive testing with nuclear medicine, injections, magnetic waves and, of
course, new prescriptions for more drugs.
The term “multiple sclerosis” was added
to my vocabulary and my doctor told me

I had three to five years left to live.
I had five young children and there had to
be a better solution than three to five years
of more suffering and an early death. It occurred to me that I may be suffering from
the adverse effects of prescribed drugs.
I began researching and discovered how
the human body works. I also discovered a
wonderful mentor: Barney Folger.
We began to realize that all diseases
are merely different levels or degrees of
degeneration of the body caused by elemental deficiencies which compromise the
body’s ability to repair and regenerate at
the cellular level.
We knew we were on the right track
as our efforts to teach people about how
their bodies work have been rewarded
every step of the way: When we needed
a source for certain substances, we found
them; when we needed people with specific skills and training, they appeared;
when we needed more information, it
came; when we needed proof that orthomolecular nutrition works, another person
would report that their chronic symptoms
had reversed.
The last several years of study and expe-

rience have proven to the founders and
members of ASH that God created for us
a perfect body. All it requires to be healthy
are a few vitamins and minerals.
I am thankful to the
scientific
community,
particularly
to doctors
Wa r b u r g ,
Brewer,
Pauling and
K l e n n e r.
They have
provided us with the indisputable facts
of how our bodies work, what causes them
to get sick and how to help them heal.
“My people are destroyed for lack of
knowledge” ~Hosea 4:6
I suspect that excellent health insurance,
coupled with ignorance of how the body
works, is the number one killer of Americans. That combination nearly killed
me—but it didn’t—and now my life is
dedicated to showing others how to heal
themselves easily and inexpensively
through orthomolecular nutrition.
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There must be alternatives to pills and surgery
ASH co-founder Evie Roberson
Aside from the occasional cold or accidental injury, I had been
healthy my whole life. During the 1990s, some unexpected hardships created a lot of stress in my life. The
stress affected my health so I went to see
doctors who treated my symptoms with
drugs-which created more symptoms and
adversely affected my psychological wellbeing. During my annual checkup and
mammogram in 1999, my doctor informed
me that I now had high blood pressure. He
also told me that I had lumps in my right
breast. He prescribed high blood pressure
pills, told me to watch the lumps in my breast very closely—since
they can turn cancerous at any time—and insisted I should also
start taking drugs for depression. I decided that a life of popping
pills and waiting for a mastectomy was not for me. Through
a friend of my husband I was able to get in touch with ASH

Founder Barney Folger who introduced me to the concept
of orthomolecular science and nutrition. This wonderful
man explained how the body works and why it gets sick.
He then described a simple regimen to correct the bodily
imbalances and what natural ingredients a body needs.
Within a week after taking such natural ingredients I felt
so good that I threw the drugs out. Within three months
my blood pressure was completely under control and has
been ever since. A couple years later I got the other good
news; to my complete surprise and relief, the worrisome
lumps had all but disappeared and, to this day, they have
not returned. There is no doubt in my mind that taking
therapeutic amounts of natural products enabled my body
to heal itself. I feel great all the time and am so thankful to
have found this wonderful healing regimen. My husband
and I have made it our mission to encourage others to
learn all about orthomolecular science and to help spread
the word about Advanced Scientific Health.

Real stories are windows into the practical
application of orthomolecular nutrition
We live in an age where we are constantly being bombarded with conflicting information by people selling us
products or services to earn a profit —most of which turn
out to be of no value or benefit. In this case, however,
you are being made aware of your body’s most elemental
Tim Morris
Thirty-four-year-old Tim Morris was given
eight more weeks to live in 2001 after his doctors ruptured a huge, malignant tumor in his
abdomen during surgery.
With nothing to lose, Morris became a test
subject in an experiment with 85 other people
who also had the same “rare” form of malignant cancer. The test subjects were given
chemotherapeutic drugs for six months. However, Morris had discovered orthomolecular
nutrition. Rather than take the experimental
chemotherapy drugs, Morris adopted a cancer-control regimen with ascorbates, a couple
amino acids, cesium and minerals.
After six months Morris contacted the administrators of the experiment. He reported
that they were very surprised to see him—of
the original 85, Morris was the only “test
subject” still alive. Three years later, Morris
is still alive and cancer-free.
Jeffrey Fenlason
On the day Jeffrey Fenlason was scheduled
for an angioplasty, he overslept. The hospital
woke him up to say he was late. Promising to
reschedule, he was told that he should do so
very soon because he could die without the
operation.
Fenlason, 55, had discovered orthomolecular
nutrition a few weeks previous and was already
beginning to feel better. Two days after missing
an appointment to balloon his blocked arteries
after a heart attack, Finlason began to feel like

requirements for health and healing. People who provide
their bodies with these elements feel better and are able to
easily reverse their ailments with little expense. Following
are a few examples to show how the application of orthomolecular nutrition worked in the lives of ordinary people.

a new man.
The first thing he began to notice was that he
no longer felt tired all the time. Soon, where
three weeks previously he could barely walk
to his barn and back, he was out mowing his
two-acre lawn—after fixing his broken lawn
tractor.
Finlason had been experiencing joint pain
in both hips for many years. He had consulted
doctors and had tried several treatments but
the pain pills he was prescribed offered only
temporary relief from the constant aching.
Within two weeks of beginning what he
referred to as “Pauling therapy,” Fenlason’s
hips were pain free—no matter how much
walking he did.
Besides being off the pain pills for his hips,
within 12 days of beginning his orthomolecular
regimen, he was off the medications prescribed
upon leaving the hospital after his heart attack
and no longer felt any chest pains.
Three weeks after being told he was going to
die from heart disease, Finlason had reclaimed
his quality of life and was able to engage in the
activities he and his wife had enjoyed together
before he became ill.
“Thank God for Linus Pauling!” Fenlason
exclaimed.

sons. Over the next several months the trembling became worse. Though he faithfully took
the prescribed medication, the trembling soon
progressed to his entire arm. Daniels’ legs were
affected next: his gait became unsteady while
enduring a lot of pain when he walked. He
then became chronically constipated though
he never had a problem with his bowels before; he began using a cane (and sometimes a
wheelchair) to get around.
People do not die from Parkinsons itself, but
rather the amount of prescription drugs they
take over the years begin to break down their
internal organs and, eventually, death results.
Getting worse while under a doctor’s care,
Daniels and his wife began searching for natural alternatives. They discovered that choline,
inositol, vitamin B6, vitamin E, CoQ-10, exercise and a change in eating habits dramatically improved Daniels’ condition. His shaking
subsided approximately 35 percent. Noting
that Daniels’ body began repairing itself
when given the certain nutrients, the Daniels
continued searching and found orthomolecular
nutrition and ASH.
Daniels’ quality of life has returned and he is
no longer suffering the ravages of Parkinsons
or the side effects of drugs.

Tom Daniels
Tom Daniels had Parkinsons for approximately 15 years. It all started with a slight,
barely noticeable trembling in his right hand.
Daniels’ doctor diagnosed him with Parkin-

Note: Understanding the “disease name
game” we can infer that all chronic symptoms
stem from the same elemental deficiencies. In
most cases, fixing the deficiencies will fix the
symptoms.
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Has anyone ever explained to you the root causes of

Heart disease * Cancer * Diabetes?
Most Americans are scheduled to die slowly, painfully and expensively of cancer, heart disease or complications of other chronic
conditions such as MS, Parkinsons or diabetes. Apparently, we are
supposed to succumb to these diseases without knowing why we got
them. Following are the basics of cancer, heart disease and diabetes.
Once you understand the basics, death becomes an option—not a
sealed fate—for those who suffer from chronic illnesses.

The basics of heart disease
There are thousands of species of animals
on Earth and only four do not produce their
own ascorbates (see page 5). Science has
shown that many of the body’s systems require ascorbates to function properly. Those
systems, in the absence of ascorbates, will
fall into dysfunction and disrepair.
Ascorbate deficiency has been irrefutably
linked to the world’s #1 killer—heart disease.
Ascorbate deficiency causes microscopic
cracks, or lesions, to develop in arteries.
Another term for the condition is “subclinical scurvy.”
The body’s response to these lesions is to
“patch” them with the lipoprotein we know
as LDL (lower-density lipoprotein) cholesterol. If the body did not patch these lesions,
we would die from internal bleeding.
(Note: LDL cholesterol has been maligned
as the “bad cholesterol” because cardiologists find it lining and, eventually, blocking
blood vessels and arteries. The body creates “good” HDL [high-density lipoprotein]
cholesterol to carry fats straight to the liver
where they are eliminated as bile acids
through the gall bladder and, ultimately,
the intestines).
As time elapses, the cracks become more

numerous and the older LDL cholesterol
patches harden into plaque. The process
causes the diameter of the arteries to become narrower.
This is why “high blood pressure” is usually the first sign of heart disease—its a law
of nature that when the flow of liquid is
restricted, increased pressure results.
Eventually, the restriction can become a
blockage, shutting off the flow of blood to tissue in certain areas of the body. This eventuality
damages tissue and leads to angina, strokes or
heart attacks. Plaque and clumping blood can
also break away from their moorings, travel to
the heart and cause a heart attack.
Upon review, we now understand that the
cause of heart disease is ascorbate deficiency,
which causes lesions in blood veins, vessels
and arteries and that the body’s response is
to patch the lesions with LDL cholesterol
to prevent us from bleeding to death. This
process causes restrictions in blood flow
which causes high blood pressure, eventually resulting in angina and heart attack.
Our task is to reverse the condition causing vesicular/arterial lesions and remove
the plaque that has accumulated to patch
these lesions.
Taskmaster: MoRE

Starve a cancer/feed your health

Presuming you have already decided against subjecting yourself to chemotherapy,
radiation treatments and surgery following a diagnosis of cancer, the following outline
of what to eat and what not to eat will be of tremendous value:
Starve a cancer: Stop eating meat, pasteurized dairy products and packaged, processed
foods because they are acid-forming and feed cancer cells. Stop eating simple carbohydrates like white rice, pasta, white flour, refined white sugar—and artificial sweeteners.
These are the foods that lower body pH, deprive the cells of oxygen and feed cancer.
Feed your health: Start eating enzyme-rich raw fruits and vegetables, drink plenty
of raw (chlorophyll-containing) juice from deep-green leafy vegetables and complex
(nitriloside-containing) carbohydrates such as beans, lentils, squashes, sweet potatoes
and avocados. Raw cauliflower and broccoli also have properties that make cancer
cells unhappy.
Note: The radiation from cell phones and wireless Internet also promotes acidity and feeds
cancer—stop using them. Negative thoughts are also acid-forming—so think positive!

The Basics
of Cancer

“Acidosis” is the scientific term for a body
that has a pH below 7.0. In this state, the
body is deprived of oxygen causing one to
be more susceptible to colds, flus and other
diseases/infections. This state also contributes
to accelerated aging.
Our modern lives give us ample opportunity
to become acidic. Commonly-consumed acidforming foods and beverages include meat,
dairy products, sugar, coffee and alcohol. Environmental exposure to solvents, herbicides,
pesticides and other chemical toxins boost our
tendency to become acidic.
Acidosis is the cause of America’s #2 killer—cancer. In order to understand the basics
of cancer, we must first understand the acid/
alkaline balance (see page 4). Understanding
the acid/alkaline balance, the following summary makes perfect sense: The prime cause of
cancer is the replacement of the respiration of
oxygen in normal body cells by a fermentation of sugar.
Over 75 years ago, Dr. Otto Warburg was
awarded two Nobel prizes for demonstrating
that cancer results when weakened cell respiration occurs due to lack of oxygen at the cellular level. According to Warburg, damaged
cell respiration causes fermentation, resulting
in low pH at the cellular level.
Dr. Warburg, in his Nobel Prize winning
papers, described the environment of the
cancer cell: A normal healthy cell undergoes
an adverse change when it can no longer take
in oxygen to convert glucose into energy. In
the absence of oxygen, the cell reverts to a
primal nutritional program to nourish itself
by converting glucose through the process of
fermentation. The lactic acid produced by
fermentation lowers the cell pH and destroys
the ability of DNA and RNA to control cell
division. Cancer cells then begin to multiply
without restraint.
The lactic acid simultaneously causes severe
local pain as it destroys cell enzymes; the cancer appears as a rapidly-growing external cell
covering with a core of dead cells. We know
cell masses of this description as “tumors.”
Subsequent research by Keith Brewer, Ph.D
and H.E. Satori has shown that cancer cannot
exist when the body’s pH is raised to 8.0.
Dr. Brewer developed a protocol to therapeutically raise pH with the element cesium
in conjunction with potassium.
(See page 14 for additional resources on
the protocols of cesium therapy).
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The basics of diabetes
When a person’s pancreas ceases to produce adequate amounts of the hormone/
enzyme insulin, which regulates the levels
of sugar in the blood, we call this condition
diabetes. Though the chemistry of diabetes
is extremely complex, it is not difficult to
explain in practical terms.
Type-I diabetes, or “juvenile-onset diabetes,” is diagnosed in children and young
adults who are unable to produce insulin
and are, therefore, incapable of regulating
blood/sugar levels internally.
The common belief is that type-I diabetics
were born with an irreversible pancreatic
disorder and are, therefore, incurably dependent on insulin injections until they
die.
A Type-I diabetes diagnosis is not necessarily incurable. Often pancreatic tissues
become damaged by a class of parasites
called “flukes.” After eliminating the
parasites, orthomolecular protocols discussed in this guide may be employed to
heal damaged pancreatic tissues. Once the
organ itself heals, its proper functions may

A few
simple
tips to
improve
health

improper carbohydrate utilization by the
body which leads to abnormalities in the
metabolism of fats and proteins. Ultimately,
be restored and normal insulin production the end products of fat metabolism accumay begin or resume. Young children have mulate in the blood.
a tendency to readily regenerate damaged
Unfortunately, the most commonly
tissue—that includes damaged pancreatic prescribed treatments for diabetes make
tissue.
no attempt to correct the foundational
Type-II diabetes, often referred to as problem: The inability of the pancreas to
“adult-onset diabetes,” is epidemic among produce insulin.
American adults. In recent years, increasing
This oversight insures that diabetics
numbers of children and young people are will eventually experience strokes, both
being diagnosed with type-II diabetes.
ischemic and hemorrhagic heart failure,
Type-II diabetics, however, are con- obesity, atherosclerosis, elevated blood
sidered “curable” because their blood pressure, elevated cholesterol, elevated
sugar aberrations have developed over triglycerides, impotence, retinopathy,
time through poor eating, drinking and renal failure, liver failure, polycystic
smoking habits combined with sedentary ovary syndrome (if you are a woman),
lifestyles.
elevated blood sugar, systemic candida,
It is estimated that 90 percent of type-II impaired carbohydrate metabolism, poor
diabetes cases can be prevented/reversed wound healing, impaired fat metabolism,
if people refrain from eating, drinking and peripheral neuropathy, diabetic coma and
smoking substances identified with the death.
development of diabetes—and get more
Type-I and type-II diabetics have
exercise.
reported that they have been able to
In both types of diabetes, insulin pro- reverse their symptoms with diet, exduction is not sufficient to properly oxi- ercise, MoRE, Master Formula II and
dize carbohydrates (sugars). This leads to RAANOW (see page 15).

What, exactly, did we inherit?

“Heart disease [cancer, diabetes, poor circulation, male pattern balding,
stinky feet, schizophrenia] runs in our family.” “I come from a long line of
men [women] who live into their 90s.”

We have been conditioned by “experts” in medicine and the media to ascribe our physical attributes (strengths and weaknesses)
to genetics. Surely we inherit many traits
from our parents, but where do inherited
genes end and inherited habits begin?
Organized medicine prefers that we
It is no wonder our health is
believe our health is genetically prede- Our modern lives have strayed so far
failing. Besides the stress of our
termined. If we believe we are powerless from the rhythms of nature that most
modern lives, the toxic world
to correct health problems on our own, people no longer drink water. Our days
which we live in and steady
organized medicine can sell us drugs and begin with coffee or tea, graduate to sodiets of denatured/processed/
surgeries to allegedly overcome our pre- das or other sugared drinks by lunchtime
sumed genetic weaknesses.
packaged foods and beverages,
and then some imbibe a couple alcoholic
At ASH, we have seen how altering beverages in the evening.
we no longer breathe right or
lifelong eating and drinking habits, incorgive ourselves a drink of water.
None of those liquids replace clean water
porating exercise into daily activities and in hydrating our cells; years of habitually
The health benefits of simply
developing a more positive attitude toward not drinking purified water leaves us debreathing more deeply and
life can dramatically improve conditions hydrated. Many chronic symptoms will
drinking clean water can be
presumed to be genetically “hard wired” reverse themselves within weeks, or even
quite amazing.
into our bodies.
days of drinking plenty of good water.
A rule of thumb is to drink half your
body weight in ounces of water each day.
In other words, if you weigh 150 pounds,
We talk all the time about what and how much we eat and ignore an important fact: you should drink 75 ounces of clean,
That about 95 percent of the energy our bodies utilize is derived from the oxygen found purified water, as a habit, every day. For
in the air we breathe. “Deep breathing techniques which increase oxygen to the cell are more information, read “Your Body’s Many
the most important factor in living a disease-free and energetic life...Remember, where Cries for Water” by Dr. Batmanghelidj, or
cells get enough oxygen, cancer will not, cannot occur.” ~Dr. Otto Warburg
go to www.watercure2.com.

Retrain yourself to breathe better

Our body’s many
cries for water
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Calcium, magnesium, potassium:
Essential building blocks of our physical bodies
“Dust to dust” is a Biblical reference describing where our bodies came
from and to where they return after our souls have left them. Science has
since been able to confirm the dust-to-dust explanation by discovering that
the building blocks of our physical bodies are elemental minerals such
as calcium, magnesium and potassium. In other words, elemental atoms
combine to become molecules, which form bonds to make specific types
of cells that arrange themselves to create the skin, bone, muscle, vessels,
gray matter, fluids and connective tissues that comprise our bodies. From
the aforementioned flowchart, it is easy to understand what happens to the
body when it is not provided with adequate supplies of “dust.”

By Ingri Cassel, Vickie Barker and Don Harkins
Calcium
Calcium is involved in almost every biological function and is the most abundant
mineral in the body—99 percent of which
is deposited in the bones and teeth. The remaining one percent provides the electrical
energy for the heart to beat and for nerve stimulation responsible for muscle movement.
Calcium is also critical to the metabolism of
vitamin D and, to function properly, it must
be accompanied by magnesium, phosphorus
and vitamins A, C, D and E.
Another important biological function of
calcium is DNA replication, which is crucial
for maintaining a vitally healthy body. DNA
replication is the basis for all body repair and
can only occur “on a substrate of calcium.”
Therefore, low calcium levels equate to impaired healing ability and premature aging.
Perhaps the most critical balance the body
must maintain is the acid/alkaline balance, or
pH. Calcium is vital to maintaining this balance. Calcium to acid is like water to a fire:
Calcium quickly destroys oxygen-robbing
acid in the body fluids. Sufficient intake of
biologically-available calcium creates more
oxygen at the cellular level, eliminating the
environment necessary for cancer cells to
thrive.
Calcium quantity and quality: Researchers have examined the diet of people
throughout the world who consume over 100
times our recommended daily allowance of
calcium. These people live 40 years longer
than we do, age at half the rate we do and
are devoid of cancer, heart disease, mental disorders, diabetes, arthritis and other
degenerative diseases. Nearly all of these
people— Armenians, Azerbaijanis and
Georgians in Russia, Tibetans, Hunzas of
Northern Pakistan, Vilcabamba Indians in
Ecuador, Bamas in China and the Titicacans in Peru—live at high altitudes above

8,000 feet. Their primary sources of water
are melting glaciers, and the glacial water is
so turbid and white with ground up rock that
these cultures call the water “milk of the
mountains.”
Each quart of this water contains over
17,000 milligrams of calcium along with
other minerals and 60 trace metals. These
cultures drink lots of this water everyday
and their crops are also loaded with calcium
and other trace minerals.
The only long-living and disease-free culture that does not live above an altitude of
8,000 feet is the Okinawans in Japan. Okinawa is home to one of the world’s highest
concentration of centenarians (people living
beyond their 100th birthday are not that unusual in Okinawa).
The Okinawans live on islands made of
calcium-rich coral reefs. The Okinawans
discovered over 500 years ago that feeding
coral sand that is produced from the weathering of the reefs to the chickens and cows
results in twice as many eggs and twice as
much milk.
They also found that when the coral sand
is used as a fertilizer, crops increase by as
much as threefold. When they themselves
began eating the coral sand about 500 years
ago, under-utilized doctors left the islands for
mainland Japan where there were sick people
who still needed them.
Today millions of people all over the world
consume coral calcium and, as a result, there
are millions of testimonials as to the benefits
of this calcium source.
Magnesium
Though only accounting for about .05% of
total body weight, magnesium is essential
to many metabolic processes. Nearly 70%
of body magnesium is deposited in bones
and teeth with calcium and phosphorus; the

remaining 30% is found in soft tissues and
body fluids.
Magnesium promotes the absorption and
metabolism of other minerals and, inside the
cell, it activates the enzymes necessary for
the metabolism of carbohydrates and amino
acids.
The level of magnesium necessary for robust health is related to the amount of other
minerals, particularly calcium, that is consumed. Higher levels of magnesium are also
needed when blood cholesterol levels are high
and when protein consumption is high.
Magnesium deficiency is especially
prominent in those with diabetes (and other
pancreatic disorders), chronic alcoholics and
persons with kidney problems. Magnesium
deficiency is linked to heart disease as it tends
to result in the formation of blood clots in the
heart and brain and contributes to the accumulation of calcium deposits in the kidneys,
blood vessels and heart.
An adequate supply of magnesium is also
necessary to retain the storage of potassium
in the cells.
The use of supplemental magnesium has
been known to help alleviate insomnia and,
due to its alkalinity, is used in over-the-counter preparations as an antacid. It should also
be noted that it is magnesium (combined with
calcium), not calcium alone, that forms the
hard tooth enamel that is resistent to decay.
Potassium
An essential mineral found mainly in intracellular fluid, potassium constitutes about 5%
of the body’s total mineral content.
Potassium and sodium are critical to the
regulation of water balances within the
body. They work together regulating the distribution of fluids from one cell to another,
preserve proper alkalinity of body fluids and
the efficient removal of waste products generated by cellular function.
Because of its propensity to regulate the
properties of body fluids, potassium is also
critical to proper nerve and muscle function
which depend upon the body’s ability to
transmit electrical impulses.
Sodium and potassium must be in balance for our vital body fluids to function
properly. Excessive consumption of salt
depletes body potassium levels. Excessive consumption of sugar also depletes
potassium reserves.

Continued next page
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Vitamin C is not just for colds
Vitamin C, also known as ascorbic acid, is
a water-soluble nutrient and powerful antioxidant. A primary function of vitamin C is
maintaining collagen, a protein necessary for
the formation of connective tissue in skin,
ligaments and bones. It is essential in healing
wounds, fractures and burns since it facilitates
the formation of connective tissue and in the
prevention and treatment of artherosclerosis
and high blood pressure. Vitamin C also aids
in forming red blood cells, strengthens blood
vessels and prevents hemorrhaging.
In his book “Nutrition Against Disease,”
Dr. Roger Williams observed, “Collagen is
not only the most abundant protein in our
bodies, it also occurs in larger amounts than
all other proteins put together. It cannot be
built without vitamin C. No heart or blood
vessel or other organ could possibly perform
its functions without collagen. No heart or
blood vessel can be maintained in healthy
condition without vitamin C.”
How much vitamin C do we need?
Vitamin C is most well-known for its use
as a preventative for the common cold and
flu. Thousands can attest to the fact that taking several grams of vitamin C throughout
the day for the next couple of days after the

onset of a cold or flu minimizes the symptoms
and speeds up recovery. The reason is that
vitamin C enhances immunity. High blood
levels of ascorbic acid have been shown to
protect against a myriad of infections, free
radicals, the harmful effects of pollution and
even cancer.
Vitamin C is also called an “anti-stress” vitamin since it is essential in the formation of
adrenaline. Large concentrations of ascorbic
acid are found in the adrenal glands. During times of high stress, the level of adrenal
ascorbic acid is rapidly used up.
Signs of deficiency
Scurvy, the disease caused by severe vitamin C deficiency, is marked by a failure
of strength, general restlessness and rapid
exhaustion. The final stages of scurvy are
marked by profound exhaustion, diarrhea,
and lung and kidney ailments.
Most people today suffer from what is
known as “subclinical” scurvy. Bleeding
gums, swollen or painful joints, slow-healing
wounds and fractures, bruising, nosebleeds
and impaired digestion are a few of the obvious signs of vitamin C deficiency. Less obvious signs include susceptibility to bacterial
and viral infections, arthritis, arteriosclerosis,

from previous page

the consumption of mineral nutrients, such as
calcium, could prevent cancer and a host of
other diseases. This concept was considered
by the American Medical Association (AMA)
to be “too simple.”
During the 1990s, in spite of the AMA,
other medical doctors were discovering that
calcium, along with other supplements, could
indeed reverse cancer and the symptoms of
other chronic diseases.
ASH developed Master Formula II as a
way to supply the body with bioavailable
therapeutic doses of calcium, magnesium,
potassium and vitamins A and D.

Alcohol and coffee increase the urinary
excretion of potassium; hormone pills and
water pills compel the body to retain sodium
while excreting potassium, aggravating the
sodium/potassium balance.
Chronic symptoms of potassium deficiency
are nervous system disorders, diabetes, digestive problems, headaches, allergies and
cardiovascular irregularities.
Putting it all together
Dr. Carl Reich, M.D., began making
advances in the science of preventing and
reversing degenerative diseases through the
consumption of large amounts of minerals
(and the vitamins known to enhance their
efficacy) about the same time Pauling, et al,
were advancing the science of mega ascorbate
therapy. In the 1950s, Dr. Reich discovered
that his patients were able to “cure themselves” of almost all degenerative diseases
by consuming several times the RDA of
calcium, magnesium, vitamins A and D, and
other nutrients.
Dr. Reich was the first North American doctor to prescribe “mega doses” of minerals and
vitamins to his patients and is considered by
many to be the father of preventive medicine.
By the 1980s Dr. Reich had cured thousands, but lost his license for explaining that

Mrs. Davis, put that orange
down! You know perfectly well
that they are toxic with the
codeine prescription I gave
you. Eating oranges without a
doctor‛s certificate is now a
punishable offense under the
new Public Safety Fruit Act

heart disease, various autoimmune diseases
and cancer.
In the early 1900s, a disease known as
Barlow’s disease occurred in bottle-fed
infants and was characterized by broken
bones, bruises, and sores that wouldn’t heal.
Pasteurization (and heating of any kind) destroys the vitamin C in milk and mothers did
not know the importance of supplementing
their babies’ diet with fresh orange juice as
a source of vitamin C. Today we have many
cases of Barlow’s disease among formulafed infants whose meager vitamin C reserves
are depleted with each vaccine administered.
Only today Barlow’s disease has been renamed Shaken Baby Syndrome.
Note: At this time we have relatively unfettered access to vitamin C and other vitamins,
herbs and supplements. But organized medicine is pushing global governments, including the U.S., to regulate these products
like drugs. (See page 14)

For maximum benefit

It is true that Master Formula II,
and Cesium do not taste very
good. To avoid the unpleasant
taste, the tendency for some is to
put these powdered products into
capsules. Doing so, however,
causes the digestive tract to
produce acid in an effort to digest
the capsule—minimizing the
bioavailability of these essential
nutrients. It is best to drink them
in liquid form. Just mix the products with water or your favorite
fruit juice and smile inwardly
knowing that your body is being
nourished.

39
cents
lb.

25
cents
lb.

89
cents
lb.

49
cents
each

MEDICAL
FOODSTUFFS
ENFORCEMENT
UNIT
All fruits and
vegetables to
be handled
with doctor‛s
consent only
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The Codex threat Resources
Per the Dietary Supplement Health Education Act (DSHEA) of 1994, we are currently
able to purchase therapeutic doses of vitamin C over-the-counter without a doctor’s prescription. Through the World Trade Organization, U.S. Food and Drug Administration
employees who represent the U.S. on the International Codex Alimentarius Commission
are seeking to undermine DSHEA . Codex is a comprehensive regulatory scheme of German origin for foods and beverages in commerce. The Codex Commission, which has
already prevailed in the European Union, intends to regulate food supplements, vitamins
and minerals as drugs instead of foods in the U.S. By redefining vitamins, minerals and
supplements as drugs, Codex commissioners will be setting limits to the therapeutic amount
of essential nutrients Americans can purchase without a doctor’s prescription.
As you can plainly see, the orthomolecular protocols outlined herein could put a lot of
doctors out of business if enough people learned how to apply these simple, inexpensive
therapies to their own lives. We suspect that organized medicine recognizes the threat
posed by orthomolecular nutrition and other holistic therapies and Codex is how the
industry plans to maintain its grip on our (ill) health.
It is imperative that we have free access to nutrients for basic health maintenance. It is
absurd to think we are approaching an era of human development where governments
can deny access to vitamins and minerals that are essential to human health and well-being—but that is exactly what’s happening.
If you are concerned about this looming threat to your health freedom, call or write your
representatives in Congress. Many of them are advocates of taking vitamin supplements
and simply are not aware that the Codex threat exists.
If you have access to the Internet, go to the following websites and get involved:
National Health Freedom Coalition www.nationalhealthfreedom.org
International Advocates for Health Freedom www.iahf.com
Alliance for Natural Health www.alliance-natural-health.org
If you do not have access to the Internet and want to know how to best direct your health
freedom advocacy energies, call The Idaho Observer: 208-255-2307.

Your Guide to
Elemental Healthcare

was published to help ASH members
and the general public better understand the foundational principles of
orthomolecular nutrition. ASH believes
that teaching people how their bodies work is the key to ending current
epidemics of chronic diseases.

Dial into live ASH
conference calls

Saturdays: 1 PM (Eastern) Dr. Albert Schweitzer
1-212-990-8000; Pin# 3024
(1875-1965)
Every Saturday ASH sponsors a live conference
The
call where members and potential members will
hear ASH Founder Barney Folger share his scientific research on how the body works while having
their questions about ASH and the formulas answered. The calls are recorded and are available
24/7 from the following Monday through the next
Sunday. The week's recorded Saturday conference call is available by calling (212) 990-7025.
A brief, prerecorded ASH introductory message
with Barney Folger is also available by calling
(212) 990-7002.

• Natural Cures“They”

Don’t Want You to Know About
Kevin Trudeau (2004)

• The Hidden Story of Cancer
Brian Peskin (2006)

• Enzyme Nutrition

Dr. Edward Howell (1985)

• Nutrition Against Disease

Dr. Roger Williams (1982)

• Orthomolecular Nutrition

Abram Hoffer, Ph.D., MD and
Morton Walker, DPM (1978)

Websites

• Cesium therapy

mwt.net/~drbrewer/index.htm

• Pauling therapy

paulingtherapy.com

• Orthomolecular nutrition

holistichealthtopics.com

• Orthomolecular journal
orthomed.org

(The books and websites noted above
will start your orthomolecular journey).

Your guide to

"Each person

carries his own
doctor inside him.
They come to us not
knowing that truth.
We are at our best
when we give the
doctor who resides
in each patient a
chance to go to
work."

Books

Advanced
Scientific Health

ORDERING INFORMATION
Help us inform people about orthomolecular nutrition
by distributing this guide.
Sample copies — $2 each
10-24 copies — $1 each
25-49 copies — $.75 each
50 copies — $30
All prices
100 copies — $40
include
Send check or money order to: shipping
The Idaho Observer
P.O. Box 457
Spirit Lake, Idaho 83869
or order online at www.idaho-observer.com

Idaho Observer

Est.
1997

The dividends from activism can pay out over many lifetimes

The Idaho Observer is a monthly, 24-page newspaper dedicated to
truth in journalism. For a review copy write
PO Box 457, Spirit Lake, Idaho 83869 (208) 255-2307
$2 to help cover postage is appreciated

www.idaho-observer.com

observer@coldreams.com
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ASH’s elemental products for the
rebuilding of damaged bodies

Compounding pharmacists support the ASH mission by preparing ASH formulas at lab cost. ASH itself does very
little advertising, packages its powders without colorful labels and has no salaried employees. In fact, the entire ASH
vision is brought into focus by people whose primary motivation is empowering people with life-saving information
and making the essentials for disease prevention, reversal and recovery available at the lowest possible cost.
MoRE
RAANOW
Retail Price $94.95 Member Price $14
Retail Price $88.95
One teaspoon contains:
Member Price $12
100 mg sodium (from sodium acorbate)
MoRE
One teaspoon contains:
RAANOW
150 mg potassium (from potassium ascorbate)
3000 iu vitamin A (acetate)
Prepared for
Prepared for
3000 mg vitamin C (from calcium ascorbate,
members of
members of
200 iu vitamin D (cholecalciferol)
Advanced Scientific Health
Advanced Scientific Health
magnesium ascorbate, potassium ascorbate,
25 mg calcium (calcium ascorbate)
sodium ascorbate)
15 mg niacin
2 mg vitamin B6 (as pyridoxine hydrochloride)
2000 mg L-arginine
120 mg calcium (from calcium ascorbate)
200 iu vitamin E (d-alpha tocopheryl acetate)
15 mg phosphorous (from tricalcium phosphate)
25 mg magnesium (magnesium ascorbate)
66 mg magnesium (from magnesium ascorbate)
200 mcg chromium (chromium polynicotinate)
3000 mg L-lysine hydrochloride
800 mg hydroxy citric acid (from citrimax and garcinia
300 mg green tea extract - EGCG polyphenols
ts at
cambogia)
c
500 mg L-proline
du ble H
367 mg ascorbate (from calcium and magnesium ascorbate)
o
Pr aila o AS rs
275 mg horsetail silica
250 mg citric acid
av st t be !
90 mg stevia extract
m
o
250 mg green tea leaf extract
c me nly
40 mg amylase
o
60 mg origanox
40 mg lipase
110 mg lemon
20 mg protease
Other Ingredients: Citric acid and natural lemon flavor

How to purchase the products

Master Formula II
Retail Price $67.95 Member Price $7
One teaspoon contains:
400 mg calcium citrate
450 mg magnesium
10,000 iu vitamin A
Master Formula II
800 iu vitamin D3
Prepared for
500 mg potassium
members of
Advanced Scientific Health
400 mg malic acid
500 mg horsetail silica
600 mg xylitol

ELE
Prepared for
members of
Advanced Scientific Health

Cesium Carbonate
Cesium
Carbonate
Prepared for
members of
Advanced Scientific Health

Retail Price $129.95
Member Price $18
Each packet contains:
30 grams of
lab-fulfillment
cesium carbonate

ELE (Essential Life Enzymes)
Retail Price $99.95 Member Price $16
Contains 60 capsules
Each capsule contains:
40,000 units Serrapeptidase
40,000 usp Papain
300 gdu Bromelain
Other ingredients: Vegetable capsule and
vegetable Magnesium sterate

We encourage every family to secure an
ASH membership for $30 a month.* With
membership, you are able to purchase the
products on this page, at cost, for your
entire family. Each bottle is approximately
a 30-day supply for one person.

Contact the ASH member indicated
below for details on how to arrange
for your family to be supplied with
ASH products at lab cost.

ASH also has a compensation
program available to members

* First time members pay an additional $49 for membership kit
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Spread the word:
No one has to die from
CANCER or
HEART DISEASE!

SUFFERING!!
We
Want Tell your Heal We have
friends the World the
The
RIGHT
to
Truth! STOP
MS
CANCER
NOW!
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Nobel prizes have been awarded to men
whose medical discoveries have been
withheld from us all
NO more needless
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The Cost of a Long Life
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Japan
San Marcos
Monaco
Switzerland
Austria
Sweden
Iceland
Andorra
Canada
France
Italy
Austria
Spain
Norway
Singapore
Israel
Luxembourg
New Zealand
Netherlands
Germany
Greece
Malta
Belgium
Finland
United Kingdom
Denmark
United States
Cuba
Cyprus
Ireland
Portugal

The United States faces an ill-health
epidemic of unparalleled proportion.
Chronic diseases account for about
70% of all U.S. deaths and about 75% of
health care costs each year.
• More than 1 in 3 Americans will get
CANCER in their lifetimes.
• DIABETES has risen 400% in 20 years.
• Alzheimer’s now strikes 50% of people
over 70.
Americans currently spend twice as
much on healthcare than other developed nations—and that number will
increase as the percentage of Americans
over the age of 65 doubles over the next
30 years.
The graph at right, taken from
http://ucatlas.ucsc.edu/spend.php shows
that Americans are paying dearly for the
privilege of dying slowly from diseases
that can inexpensively and painlessly be
reversed nutritionally.

Average life expectancy

With every dollar spent on drugs and surgeries
comes an increase in the likelihood you will die of
symptoms that could be reversed naturally,
inexpensively—nutritionally.

Cancer
Diabetes
Heart Disease
Fibromyalgia

KNOW!

“The doctor of the future will give
no medicine, but will interest his
patients in the care of the human
frame, in diet and in the cause and
prevention of disease.”
~Thomas Edison

